
To Lychton,

I'm not writing this in some sort of sad farewell letter. For myself and my 
members, we'll be quite alright. I'm only writing this out of respect left for your 
character as an individual and you need to hear this. Although the game is not 
real, everything else surrounding it is. I hope for your own well being you take 
heed to these words.

When I warned you about Nonnak and Anna last year you stated that you "had 
the situation under control." Later on you had an attempted coup and your entire 
IT security burned because of Draleth even after you had the logs that I provided 
you incriminating the trio.

When I warned you to get rid of Anna after these events, you did not. A year later 
you had a much larger attempt against your leadership which all but succeeded. 
Every warning I have given you has formulated into existence, even though you 
refused to acknowledge my word. Perhaps now it's time to realize that when I tell 
you something, it's because it is based in fact. 

The truth is that I do "metagame" and have spies and assets, and yes in Brave 
too. Who doesn't? But unlike those people I used this information to try to help 
Brave. In the meeting when you referred to our relationship, I had thought that 
afforded me a level of trust. However only minutes later you stated that you 
agreed with Kelnon about me "crunching APIs for N3" but could not even provide 
the name of the alleged alt that I was using to do this.

I've done a lot of things...that was not one of them. However this has been used 
to demonize me for a month straight among the leadership stemming from 
Kelnon and his sycophants. Last night was more of the same. Half of the people 
there were J3B and hostile, and the other half had been listening to the same 
propaganda against me for weeks.

Tackly, Benju and Iakopo, instead of actually trying to solve the issue were falling 
over each other trying to incriminate me with anything. "But don't the logs show 
that you and Jan spoke BEFORE joining Brave?" And on and on and on. 
Completely irrelevant nonsense trying to drag me through the mud was drummed 
up again and again. On reddit I was a bit crude with someone who was being 
hostile to me and got banned. But J3B uses anti-Semitic language daily with their 
channel "JewBear." Ask them about that if they are so concerned about staying 
"classy."



Your initial offer last night to give us time to build up Hades Effect, since it wasn't 
our fault we were let in with less than 50 members, would have been fair. But 
when that was offered all the J3B people in there howled to complain quickly 
sending you msgs from Kelnon, who refused to even attend but manipulated the 
tone of the discussion through his diplos.

The second offer was a slap in the face. Kicked out of FoB...+1 with the coalition 
for a week to evac...and "go build up your corp." I've been running classes for 
weeks and integrating into the alliance and that "offer" killed that plant before it 
got to full bloom. I'm not going to come back to Brave because even if I did, I was 
assured by J3B that they would do everything in their power to block me anyway. 
Why would I kill myself to be around such toxic people?

I just want you to remember one thing Lychton. I defended you loyally when 
people went against you, every, single, time. Kelnon was one of the central 
people in the last coup. He flip flops with the winds to benefit himself. He talks 
about me as some wolf in sheep's clothing when the logs clearly show his role in 
the coup. I came to you directly in the open as someone who is experienced in 
what he does and sought to offer my help to you and the alliance. That was 
hamstrung by petty politics which you unfortunately played into.

J3B leadership thinks you're a damn fool and have zero respect for you. They're 
simply using Brave to profit and build up their own corp by milking Brave. Mark 
my words, within the next 6-12 months, Kelnon/J3B will abandon Brave or place 
themselves in such a position of power, Brave will be owned by them more than it 
is today.

I was right about Nonnak and you refused to listen, I was right about Anna 
TWICE and you refused to listen to me TWICE, and I'm right about Kelnon.

As for you and me personally, I like you and I think you have a character that 
most people lack in Eve. I believe that is what initially attracted me toward 
helping Brave out. But I'm not going to kill myself to try to force help for you. You 
missed a really good opportunity and it will be with regret when I watch you have 
to put out the next big fire, all because you did not listen to me yet again.

"Beware the enemies before you, but more so the ones in your tent that call you 
friend."


